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Sofia is tired: of touring, of her record company, of her fake boyfriend. After collapsing on stage, she’s forced to
recuperate at her beach house. Madison feels settled for the first time in a long while. She’s back home in Miami and her
interior design business is thriving. So what if she’s a little lonely, the universe will send her someone when she’s ready.
But Madison soon discovers the universe has a sick sense of humor when Sofia turns out to be her new client. Once
upon a time, they were bandmates in America’s hottest girl band. Their biggest secret? They were in love—the forever
and ever kind—until Sofia told Madison she was going solo. Flung back into each other’s lives, each is forced to face the
hurt they caused the other. But maybe, just maybe, Sofia’s new single, “Not This Time,” is the universe playing
matchmaker again.
This Life We Share is a woman's guide to living well--from the inner journey of dealing with anxiety and insecurity to the
everyday moments of waiting and distraction to practical principles for parenting, grandparenting, and aging. Jesus once
said of the woman who anointed his feet, "She did what she could" (Mark 14:8, NIV)--and that is the goal of this book: to
provide insights and wisdom for walking through life with the confidence that you're doing "what you can" to live well for
God, love others, and take care of yourself.
Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2015. Shortlisted for the Baileys Prize for Women's Fiction 2016. Finalist for the
National Book Awards 2015. The million copy bestseller, A Little Life by Hanya Yanagihara, is an immensely powerful
and heartbreaking novel of brotherly love and the limits of human endurance. When four graduates from a small
Massachusetts college move to New York to make their way, they're broke, adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship
and ambition. There is kind, handsome Willem, an aspiring actor; JB, a quick-witted, sometimes cruel Brooklyn-born
painter seeking entry to the art world; Malcolm, a frustrated architect at a prominent firm; and withdrawn, brilliant,
enigmatic Jude, who serves as their centre of gravity. Over the decades, their relationships deepen and darken, tinged by
addiction, success, and pride. Yet their greatest challenge, each comes to realize, is Jude himself, by midlife a terrifyingly
talented litigator yet an increasingly broken man, his mind and body scarred by an unspeakable childhood, and haunted
by what he fears is a degree of trauma that he'll not only be unable to overcome – but that will define his life forever.
‘This book was laugh-out-loud hilarious and give-me-a-box-of-tissues heartbreaking. I loved it so much!... I literally went
back and reread some parts a few times just because they were so funny! It’s a beautiful story and I’m sure it’ll stick
with me.’ Tales of a Bookbound Mum, ????? The must-read book of 2019! Equal parts heartwarming and heartbreaking,
fans of Jojo Moyes, Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine and One Day in December will love this special novel by Drew
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Davies. Dear Lily, It’s me, Joy, your much wiser and (very slightly) older sister. I thought I’d start a new tradition of letter
writing – now that we’re long distance. On the plane over here, I began to cry in seat 21C. I think the magnitude of it
finally hit me, after everything that happened… I haven’t even unpacked yet – the only thing I’ve taken out of my suitcase
is Harville, your beloved childhood teddy. Sorry for stealing him, but I need him more than you do. Every time I look at
that little brown bear I think about our childhood. Remember that dance we made up to Annie’s ‘It’s a Hard Knock
Life’? (Remember the broom choreography?) I’m also sorry for abandoning you – I’ve always been your agony aunt,
and a buffer in your infamous shouting matches with Mum. But I had to leave, Lily, I had to. Anyway, I’m here now. I’m
here to start over, and to face up to the past. I want to learn to laugh again, and to find someone to love who will maybe
even love me back. You always told me I was just getting by, not actually living, so I’m finally doing it. Wish me luck, little
sister. Love, Joy x A beautiful book-club read for anyone who has ever hit rock bottom, longed for a fresh start, or needed
to heal a broken, aching heart. Readers absolutely love Dear Lily: ‘Hysterical and unbelievably relatable… This book was
so funny and romantic, but at the same time, extremely emotional… Broke my heart and then turned around and put it
back together again.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘An absolute delight to read!… This book took me through such a wide array
of emotions – I was laughing one minute and practically crying the next… A roller coaster ride of emotions and a very
surprising twist… Entertaining, fun and able to make you shed a few tears, you need to get your hands on this fab book!’
It’s All About the Thrill ‘All I can say is WOW.’ Shelley’s Book Nook, 5 stars ‘This book is wonderful. Simply wonderful.
I can’t recommend it enough. Funny, heartfelt, wise, sweet. It had me laughing and crying. Perfect.’ JTHBooks, 5 stars
‘I absolutely loved this book!... Made me laugh out loud… I am sad to say goodbye to these vibrant characters. I will miss
them.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘Loved, loved this beautiful book… I laughed, I cried. I will be gifting this book to
friends… Grab this book – you’re in for a treat.’ NetGalley Reviewer, 5 stars ‘I fell in love… . This book was so funny and
romantic, but at the same time, extremely emotional. Her letters to Lily broke my heart and then turned around and put it
back together again.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5 stars ‘A heartbreaking, yet heartwarming read, I cried, I laughed then I
cried some more. Fabulous!’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘This book shook me to my core! It is filled with such heartache,
beginnings, and life emotions… It was the perfect ending to a perfect book!!’ Literacy Indulgence, 5 stars ‘A cute,
endearing, heartwarming, hilarious, tear-jerker of a book. I found myself crying and then suddenly laughing out loud at
the same time. If you are a fan of Eleanor Oliphant or cute little rom-coms, this book is for you.’ Goodreads Reviewer, 5
stars ‘Every once in a while I stumble across a book that is like a breath of fresh air, and that was the case with this gem.
It was beautifully unique and extremely touching and way more emotional that I was expecting, I just adored it!...
Incredibly funny… This really had it all, it was funny and charming, warm and wise and also heartbreaking.’ Novel Gossip
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‘Will warm your heart and then turn around and break it. Laugh out loud funny and heart-achingly sad, this is one that will
play on all of your emotions.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘Such a wonderful, uplifting yet heartbreaking novel… I found myself
laughing out loud.’ Goodreads Reviewer ‘A cross between Bridget Jones and Eleanor Oliphant. A poignant look at love,
loss and the pursuit of happiness… I found myself flying through the pages as I lost track of time.’ Goodreads Reviewer
‘Makes you laugh, cry, feel the bottom drop out of your stomach and then sigh with satisfaction as you turn the last
page.’ Goodreads Reviewer
Leila Rajput is a young girl, struggling with life and relationships, dealing with the trauma of a past life-event. Unaware of
her true potential, she has almost given up on life, till she meets this dynamic, near-perfect Vikrant Rao via internet. He
indentifies her potential and offers her a strange arrangement to be her mentor. He teaches her the basics of life, makes
her realize her dreams and helps her in achieving them step by step. Under his guidance, she evolves into a confident
and independent woman. They eventually fall in love and Vikrant relocates to her city, where he meets her friend Maya.
While he solves Maya's life conflicts and helps her elope with Shahan, he charges a fee none could ever imagine. Is
Vikrant a villain or a victim of greed? Did he truly love Leila or was she just a puppet to reach his next victim? Was it
Love? is a story of Leila's journey through emotions, trials, betrayal and the devil called love.
Within this quartet of books that I have titled The Four Seasons of The Heart, I will share the deepest pivotal parts of my
journey as a recovering alcoholic/addict and survivor of childhood abuse with you. One day at a time, I have lived clean
and sober consistently since 1995. However, allowing myself to emotionally grow by not just giving but also receiving
love and to genuinely feel deserving of my life’s hard-earned rewards, has presented many challenges. Please allow me
as we journey through these pages together to suggest ways that we can heal our heart, dust off our doubt, intercept selfsabotage and invest in self-respect.
Are you a Zero? It is your choice. Yes! You are made up of choices you make. So what is your Choice? Think for a while
and read the wisdom of Failure Truths which encounters your negative thoughts about failure and life changing Views
that increase your Self Confidence when you face a failure. "Don’t fear failure in the first attempt, because even
successful maths starts with Zero only." - A. P. J. Abdul Kalam
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER Take some time to reflect and refocus this winter, with the essential guide on how
to live wisely and well, no matter what challenges the world throws at you - from Alain de Botton, the bestselling author of
The Consolations of Philosophy, The Art of Travel and The Course of Love This is a book about everything you were
never taught at school. It's about how to understand your emotions, find and sustain love, succeed in your career, fail
well and overcome shame and guilt. It's also about letting go of the myth of a perfect life in order to achieve genuine
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emotional maturity. Written in a hugely accessible, warm and humane style, The School of Life is the ultimate guide to
the emotionally fulfilled lives we all long for - and deserve. This book brings together ten years of essential and
transformative research on emotional intelligence, with practical topics including: - how to understand yourself - how to
master the dilemmas of relationships - how to become more effective at work - how to endure failure - how to grow more
serene and resilient Praise for Alain de Botton: 'What he has managed to do is remarkable: to help us think better so that
we may live better lives' Irish Times 'A serious and optimistic set of practical ideas that could improve and alter the way
we live' Jeanette Winterson, The Times 'Alain de Botton likes to take big, complex subjects and write about them with
thoughtful and deceptive innocence' Observer
This book could be a turning point in your life- socially, professionally, and personally. You have now begun the journey to understand
Emotional Intelligence. What is the connection between emotions and intelligence? How often have you regretted saying something or doing
something? What made you say those words or do those acts? How can you prevent yourself from saying or doing inappropriate things? How
do anger, fear, and stress affect your body? What is your modus operandi for different emotions? Should anger be vented out or suppressed?
What is your anger management style? Is it appropriate? How to manage anger, fear, and stress? Interesting questions, in no particular
order, aren't they? These would have already popped up in your mind. This book will guide you on a self-directed path towards EI. You will
discover and unearth the emotional intelligence within you and be able to handle yourself and others better. Keep a pencil (and a good eraser
handy!)to complete the interesting activities in the book as you start your journey. Well, what are you waiting for? Grab the book and get
motivated!
‘This book broke my heart. It reduced me to tears a quarter of the way in and I don’t think I stopped crying until the end.’ Goodreads
Reviewer Your life or your unborn child’s – how do you choose? Paige and Nick are happy. They have a beautiful home, a loving family and,
most importantly, they would do anything for each other. Now, they are having a baby and it feels like all their dreams are coming true. But
joy turns to despair when they discover that Paige has a rare, life-threatening heart condition and they lose their longed-for child.
Heartbroken, the couple must accept the reality that they may not become parents after all. Just as they begin to come to terms with their
loss, Paige unexpectedly falls pregnant again. Paige’s heart is still weak, and to carry the baby to term puts them both at risk. The couple
now face an impossible decision: Paige’s life or the life of their unborn child? If Paige keeps the baby, she could lose her life and destroy the
man she loves. If Nick tries to stop her, he may lose them both forever. It’s the most important decision they have ever had to make – and
time is running out. My Life for Yours is a heartbreaking, gripping and emotional story about love, loss and an impossible choice, perfect for
fans of Jodi Picoult, Kelly Rimmer and Kate Hewitt. What readers are saying about My Life for Yours: ‘WOW!!! What can I say about this
book????… Grabbed me from page 1 and it kept me on the edge of my seat. So heartbreaking… I can honestly say I have only cried a handful
of times when I have read a book and this one got to me!! This was fantastic.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘An emotional and heartbreaking
book and really makes you think about the heart wrenching choices some people have to make. Once I had started reading I couldn't put it
down… be warned tissues will definitely be required.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Wow loved this book, it just blew me away. An emotional
rollercoaster… I can't recommend this book enough.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘OMG! I had to take a break after finishing this book!!… I
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had two mini Niagara Falls flowing down my face… It made me smile, it made me cry… One of the best books in this category that I have ever
read… I have found 'my' queen of the waterworks.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Freakin fantabulous!!... had me hooked at the beginning and
I never put it down!!! I cried at the end!!… what a roller coaster of emotions… an amazing book and the author is
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious awesome!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘I cried while reading this novel and easily felt as if I was a family
member and debating what I would do in this scenario… Wonderful, touching, emotional story!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Kept me hooked
all the way to the very end. Delicate, tender, heart-warming and heart breaking at the same time. I absolutely loved this book. Gave me all
kinds of feels.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘What an amazing, heart-breaking story, I was utterly captivated by this book all the way
through, it was simply amazing.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘This is a stunningly beautiful novel, dealing with a really difficult subject with
grace. I loved it from the first page and was gripped throughout.’ NetGalley Reviewer, ????? ‘Oh wow what a rollercoaster. So emotional…
Every new character that came into the book you really got involved in their life. Brilliant book.’ NetGalley Reviewer, ????? ‘Brought me to
tears many times… will make you stay up past your bedtime.’ Goodreads Reviewer, ????? ‘Heartbreaking roller-coaster ride… intelligent and
gripping, this book had all the feels… keep the tissues handy!’ Goodreads Reviewer, ?????
Since the release of the very successful first edition in 2001, the field of emotional intelligence has grown in sophistication and importance.
Many new and talented researchers have come into the field and techniques in EI measurement have dramatically increased so that we now
know much more about the distinctiveness and utility of the different EI measures. There has also been a dramatic upswing in research that
looks at how to teach EI in schools, organizations, and families. In this second edition, leaders in the field present the most up-to-date
research on the assessment and use of the emotional intelligence construct. Importantly, this edition expands on the previous by providing
greater coverage of emotional intelligence interventions. As with the first edition, this second edition is both scientifically rigorous, yet highly
readable and accessible to a non-specialist audience. It will therefore be of value to researchers and practitioners in many disciplines beyond
social psychology, including areas of basic research, cognition and emotion, organizational selection, organizational training, education,
clinical psychology, and development psychology.
It could happen to any family... What if it happened to yours? When the Bergamots move to the city, they're unsure how well they'll adapt.
Soon though, Richard is consumed by his new job and Liz, who has given up her career, is hectically playing mother to six-year-old Coco and
fifteen-year-old Jake. But the day Jake unthinkingly forwards a sexually explicit email attachment sent to him by a young girl is the last day of
the Bergamots' comfortable middle-class existence. Within hours, the video clip is not only all over Jake's school, but all over the city - and all
over the internet. Faced with impossible choices, what Richard and Liz do next risks destroying not only their marriage, their daughter and
their place in the community, but also Jake - the child they have set out to protect. The controversial and explosive story of how one email
can tear a family apart. 'One of the most gifted writers of our generation.' Jennifer Egan, author of A Visit From the Goon Squad 'A gripping,
potent and blisteringly well-written story of family, dilemma and consequence.' Elizabeth Gilbert, author of Eat, Pray, Love
''If You Were Here is a moving and emotional story about facing a life-altering dilemma head-on and summoning the courage to cope with it''
JILL MANSELL ''A beautiful story about living life to the fullest and having the courage to overcome adversity'' PAIGE TOON When her
daughter Beth dies suddenly, Peggy Andrews is left to pick up the pieces and take care of her granddaughter Flo. But sorting through Beth''s
things reveals a secret never told: Beth was sick, with the same genetic condition that claimed her father''s life, and now Peggy must decide
whether to keep the secret or risk destroying her granddaughter''s world. Five years later, Flo is engaged and moving to New York with her
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fiancé. Peggy never told her what she discovered, but with Flo looking towards her future, Peggy realises it''s time to come clean and reveal
that her granddaughter''s life might also be at risk. As Flo struggles to decide her own path, she is faced with the same life-altering questions
her mother asked herself years before: if a test could decide your future, would you take it? An emotional, inspiring and uplifting novel, IF
YOU WERE HERE will break your heart and put it back together again. The brand new novel from the acclaimed author of A Song for
Tomorrow, perfect for fans of Hannah Beckerman, Dani Atkins and Jill Mansell EVERYONE is talking about If You Were Here: ''A moving,
beautifully written emotional roller coaster of a book that is utterly absorbing'' Heat ''If You Were Here is a powerful, moving and well
researched multi-generational tale filled with characters you really care about and who will stay with you long after you read the final page. A
must read!'' MIKE GAYLE, bestselling author of The Man I Think I Know ''The decision to live in blissful ignorance or face reality head-on is at
the emotional core of this beautifully written tale'' WOMAN ''A compelling story about family love at its most complicated. Alice has created
characters with real warmth and heart, who take on a life of their own and will go on existing in readers'' heads long after the last page has
been turned'' DAISY BUCHANAN ''A courageous story, beautifully told, full of hope and heart. I was invested from the very first page'' HEIDI
SWAIN ''An emotional, thought-provoking romance told with compassion and hope'' My Weekly ''A gorgeous book. Life-affirming, clever and
packed full of emotion'' ANSTEY HARRIS, bestselling author of The Truths and Triumphs of Grace Atherton ''A thought-provoking, beautiful
book'' Fabulous ''Alice demonstrates yet again a remarkable ability to open up her readers'' hearts and draw us into her story as if it were our
own. I loved it'' KATE FURNIVALL ''Full of heart-warming characters, it''ll make you think about how much you want to know about your
future'' Prima ''A beautiful story about making difficult choices, but ultimately - about choosing to live'' RACHEL CULLEN, author of Running
for my Life ''An unforgettable rollercoaster of a book'' AMANDA BROOKE ''Stunning and captivating'' KATIE MARSH, bestselling author of
This Beautiful Life ''A beautifully structured, big-hearted novel which ultimately explores how true love - be that romantic, familial and
everything in between - conquers all. I looked forward to going to bed every night to read it. Utterly life-affirming and just gorgeous'' KATY
REGAN
The *new* novel from the internationally bestselling author of Normal People. 'The literary phenomenon of the decade.' - Guardian 'The best
novel published this year.' - The Times 'Quite astonishing.' - Independent 'The most enjoyable novel of the year.' - Daily Telegraph 'A
spellbinding twenty-first-century love story.' - TLS ***PRE-ORDER NOW*** Alice, a novelist, meets Felix, who works in a warehouse, and
asks him if he'd like to travel to Rome with her. In Dublin, her best friend Eileen is getting over a break-up and slips back into flirting with
Simon, a man she has known since childhood. Alice, Felix, Eileen and Simon are still young - but life is catching up with them. They desire
each other, they delude each other, they get together, they break apart. They worry about sex and friendship and the world they live in. Are
they standing in the last lighted room before the darkness, bearing witness to something? Will they find a way to believe in a beautiful world?
The book is divided into two parts self-improvement and social improvement. It covers all social and personal issues which a single person
faces in his everyday life. The purpose of this book is not to make the life of the reader . The motive is simple just understand it and make
your life beautiful.
This book covers the two most important aspects for making real and permanent changes in our lives. It elaborates on the importance of
knowing ones real self (in order to change something you must truly know it first) and explores the five measurables that will help you identify
what went wrong on the way to achieving your goals (desire, persistence, attitude, thought management, and belief). Throughout the book,
you will learn how to assess the issues that stop you from achieving your goals and start making the changes you want in your personal and
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professional life.
Now updated with new material throughout, Alicia F. Lieberman’s The Emotional Life of the Toddler is the seminal, detailed look into the
varied and intense emotional life of children aged one to three. Hailed as “groundbreaking” by The Boston Globe after its initial publication,
the new edition includes the latest research on this crucial stage of development. Anyone who has followed an active toddler around for a day
knows that a child of this age is a whirlwind of explosive, contradictory, and ever-changing emotions. Alicia F. Lieberman offers an in-depth
examination of toddlers’ emotional development, and illuminates how to optimize this crucial stage so that toddlers can develop into
emotionally healthy children and adults. Drawing on her lifelong research, Dr. Lieberman addresses commonly asked questions and issues.
Why, for example, is “no” often the favorite response of the toddler? How should parents deal with the anger they might feel when their
toddler is being aggressively stubborn? Why does a crying toddler run to his mother for a hug only to push himself vigorously away as soon
as she begins to embrace him? This updated edition also addresses twenty-first century concerns such as how to handle screen time on
devices and parenting in a post-internet world. With the help of numerous examples and vivid cases, Lieberman answers these and other
questions, providing, in the process, a rich, insightful profile of the roller coaster emotional world of the toddler.
In today’s competitive world, more than 130,000 companies are launched daily, out of which less than 10% manage to become successful.
But the good news is that brand building is an art, which can be acquired by empowering yourself with the right knowledge and this book
provides just that. This fictional tale revolves around a wonderful relationship between a rebellious student and his flamboyant mentor and
their fun adventure that takes place across various parts of the world. This book will mesmerize readers with priceless lessons on
entrepreneurship taken from the author’s own experiences across twenty-two successful business ventures over a span of fifteen years. If
you want to start your entrepreneurial journey, then this book has all the answers you need.
Dream Walker is a novel based upon truth. What is truth and what is fiction for each reader will depend on how the information resonates with
his or her emotional circuitry. The characters depicted and the situations described are a montage drawn from actual and fictional accounts.
The story is not told chronologically; instead, it moves back and forth to different times in the life of Roger, the main character, as a part of this
montage. It is through the description of his reactions to those experiences that the book attempts to show how it is possible to arrive at
spiritual awareness through difficult, and sometimes even preposterous, circumstances. This is the story of a lifetime journey through our third
dimensional physical reality on the planet Earth. It is all part of what is called the Grand Experiment of free choice on this beautiful blue
sphere floating on the edge of this universe. The ultimate challenge is for us to find our way back through it all to our own spiritual selves, and
who we are on the other side of the veil. This is one person's story about his dreams of romance and adventure through this earthly
experience that somehow leads him to his own spiritual awareness.
“A beautiful book… an instant classic of the genre.” —Dwight Garner, New York Times • A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice MIT
psychologist and bestselling author of Reclaiming Conversation and Alone Together, Sherry Turkle's intimate memoir of love and work For
decades, Sherry Turkle has shown how we remake ourselves in the mirror of our machines. Here, she illuminates our present search for
authentic connection in a time of uncharted challenges. Turkle has spent a career composing an intimate ethnography of our digital world;
now, marked by insight, humility, and compassion, we have her own. In this vivid and poignant narrative, Turkle ties together her coming-ofage and her pathbreaking research on technology, empathy, and ethics. Growing up in postwar Brooklyn,Turkle searched for clues to her
identity in a house filled with mysteries. She mastered the codes that governed her mother's secretive life. She learned never to ask about
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her absent scientist father--and never to use his name, her name. Before empathy became a way to find connection, it was her strategy for
survival. Turkle's intellect and curiosity brought her to worlds on the threshold of change. She learned friendship at a Harvard-Radcliffe on the
cusp of coeducation during the antiwar movement, she mourned the loss of her mother in Paris as students returned from the 1968
barricades, and she followed her ambition while fighting for her place as a woman and a humanist at MIT. There, Turkle found turbulent love
and chronicled the wonders of the new computer culture, even as she warned of its threat to our most essential human connections. The
Empathy Diaries captures all this in rich detail--and offers a master class in finding meaning through a life's work.
Empower yourself emotionally through exercise. Emotional Fitness is an emotional and physical journey like no other. A collection of
bodyweight stabilization and strength exercises are carefully crafted in order of emotional and physical progression, as you learn how to selfsoothe and become your best emotional and physical self. Your new “gym bag” awaits, filled with five Master Mantras and five Emotional
Guidance Techniques: the sages of your new journey. As a means of coping with daily stresses, fear, anxiety, depression or even trauma –
Emotional Fitness can benefit all of us. Gain a deeper understanding of your “why” and subconscious versus conscious behavior. Recognize
your wide range of emotions from anger to shame, your emotional triggers, and come to better understand your vulnerabilities. Heal your
heart, soul, and spirit while progressing your mind and body! Emotional Fitness has helped Shaun Zetlin discover the best version of himself,
from within. Now, he hopes to continue to inspire others to find the same, while influencing the world to embrace kindness and happiness…
Enjoy the very personal journey and passion with water from the healing point of view and personal experiences while coaching and
motivating people. The journey is based on a fun perspective of flying a kite as the vehicle in life. You will enjoy and watch as the Author
describes health success from over or above water, which brings a different way to draw parallels in life. Have a close encounter with daily
health issues and menacing ones that may affect quality of life. In a hilarious and entertaining way the Author describes the health predators,
from the gossiping of a medical office to surf health conditions in the net. Meet the pandemic creatures of health which stops people from
evolution and transformation. Explore alternative ways to approach the body as water creatures and in a fun way create a love relationship
with the self. Open the heart and just listen to the out loud liquid language of the body in the water, through positions, movement and quality
of tissue. Experience the uncorking sensation of healing, even when it does not seem to be real. Embrace the liquid success in health easier
and faster than imagination, when water is the catalyst to balance the energy which ignites our daily life success. Meet the health challenges
of real testimonies of Latin Americans who getting deep in water have balance their brain to work on their benefit and not against them. Share
the extraordinary success stories of the healing power of the liquid that brought us to life: water! The proposal of the Water Kite Journey is a
simple invitation to get wet and heal. It is the journey of dedication and love transferred in the water to change the lives of people. No matter
the condition caused by stress and external circumstances, there is always water to heal all around the Island, and in the ocean of life. It is a
personal invitation to personal empowerment of liquid prosperity in health. For those who love helping others to get inspired, and get wet to
heal their people. The Water Kite Journey is an invitation for individuals, to explore the amazing healing power of water from an evolutionary
and personal transformation perspective. It is an invitation to live in perfect love with the self and keep pain on the beauty side of life,
understanding the amazing healing power of water. It is an invitation to enjoy the amazing personal journey while engaged in real anecdotic
testimonies of healing presented in the book.
Broken Doors is the first novel for new author, J.E.Hewitt. This is a story of birth, death, love and redemption. Real-life power couple, Soleste
and Cyrus experience a dynamic love that demonstrates support, passion and affections toward music and real estate. Set in Minneapolis,
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the beauty of the surroundings in the home are made to feel realistic and desired. Trouble shows up on numerous occasions leading to some
losses and some unbelievable triumphs. The journey taken by this couple proves as an example that all circumstances can be overcome with
a tenacious drive to greatness; until there are no longer any logical answers.
Our greatest purpose in life is to free ourselves of the limiting patterns of ego and soul that keep us chained to painful, disempowered lives so
that we can fully realize the authentic and holy Spirits we are. This journey can feel overwhelming—even impossible—unless we gain access to
the three sacred blessings of Spirit, made available to us from God. Without them we fail. These sacred blessings are God’s grace, inner
guidance, and personal gifts. Grace lifts us beyond our own ability, inner guidance leads the way, and personal gifts are both the inner and
outer resources given to us to succeed at every step. It is up to us to ask for these sacred blessings, and we must do so now more than ever
before. This inspiring book will show you how. Through the use of daily lessons, specific prayers, personal intentions, and powerful mantras,
you will be showered with these blessings every day of your life. Simply open up this book and call upon your sacred blessings right now. Use
it every day to keep your blessings flowing and guide your way back home.

On his way to fifty, Vincent Interlande thought he lived a normal life—until the many pressures of that life took him down.
After thirty years, his marriage ended in divorce, blowing apart any sense that his life was well-balanced and harmonious.
In the darkness of divorce, his soul sank into despair, and his mind began to reveal the emotional shadows that had
eroded his life. He began to discover that he wore a mask of his faults, weaknesses, and failures. A shadow of the
person he once was, he knew that it was time to figure out who he really was. It was time to live again. Like others, he
faced trauma, heartache, disappointment, and grief that threw his behavior and emotional health out of balance. For
Vincent, balance was restored via the written word and music. Emotional Transition is the product of his personal quest
for understanding and sanity in a life that seemed devoid of both. A collection of musings on the experiences that
contributed to his failures and his hidden, weak emotions, it documents how he overcame it all after a traumatic event.
Through the use of detailed thought, personal stories of humor as well as misfortune presented as symbolic poetry,
prose, and story, he seeks to inspire readers to become more aware of themselves as well. The readings may seem like
only a personal stories but if read by the individual reader's portraying of him/herself with the content of this book, they
will gain insight into themselves. This is the intent of Emotional Transition. Vincent challenges the reader to walk in his
shoes, look in the mirror, and then ask themselves, “What person is looking back at me, and where is that life going from
here?”
Life is funny sometimes. And not always the ha, ha kind. Like that one time where a hot guy tried to kiss me and I fell.
Down. Hard. And then found out I had cancer. I’m trying to be strong for my friends and my mom. And I’m trying so hard
to be “just friends” with that hot guy, even though he seems to want so much more. But I won’t do that to him. He’s
been through this before with his family, and I’m not going to let him watch me die. So, I tell myself: Smile Ellie. Be funny
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Ellie. Don’t cry Ellie, because once I start, I might not stop.
The development of a sociology of emotions is crucial to our understanding of social life as they hold the key to our
understanding of social processes and sociological investigation. First published in 1997, Emotions in Social Life
consolidates the sociology of emotions as a legitimate and viable field of enquiry. It provides a comprehensive
assessment of the sociology of emotions using work from scholars of international stature, as well as newer writers in the
field. It presents new empirical research in conjunction with innovative and challenging theoretical material, and will be
essential reading for students of sociology, health psychology, anthropology and gender studies.
In a concise form, devoid of academic rhetoric, this book describes how our emotions lead to common everyday
illnesses. In today’s family medicine clinics a large proportion of patients are presenting with such obvious emotional
issues as depression, anxiety, panic attacks. This book seeks to show how other not so obviously emotional disease
such high blood pressure, diabetes, strokes, heart attacks , obesity among other illnesses are emotional issues. For
instance did you know that weight loss is almost always virtually impossible if the emotional issues surrounding obesity
are not addressed? Now you will know why most diets fail to get rid of that excess flab. By reading this book it is hoped
you will see this connection between your emotions and disease. The book seeks to show you in easy to understand
language how you can take charge of your emotions and lead a healthier life.
An imaginative and engaging exploration of childhood emotions through poetry and evocative illustration.
'A heart-clangingly powerful stunner of a novel' - Isabelle Broom. Perfect for fans of Jojo Moyes, Lucy Dillon and Amanda
Prowse. Can you ever outrun the past? It's Zoe's wedding day. She's about to marry Jamie, the love of her life. Then a
phone call comes out of the blue, with the news that her mum Gina has been arrested. Zoe must make an impossible
decision: should she leave her own wedding to help? Zoe hasn't seen Gina for years, blaming her for the secret that
she's been running from ever since she was sixteen. Now, Gina is back in her life, but she's very different to the mum
Zoe remembers. Slowly but surely, Gina is losing her memory. As she struggles to cope with Gina's illness, can Zoe face
up to the terrible events of years ago and find her way back to the people she loves? A Life Without You is a stirring and
poignant novel about the power of the past - and the possibilities of the future. *What readers are saying about A Life
Without You:* 'A story that will evoke every emotion that lurks within your heart and pull each string firmly. Devastating is
the perfect word, yet it is also beautiful and passionate and exquisitely written.' 'This novel made me sob, and it made me
smile. It's a gorgeous, beautiful and evocative novel about love, hope and forgiveness.' - Amazon reader, 5 stars
'Superbly written. Tender & poignant. Five star read.' 'I loved A Life Without You! Snotty tears, but a smile on my face and
also in my heart. Just perfect.' 'Katie Marsh has touched my heart. She is a hidden gem within the world of fiction and I
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cannot recommend her books enough. I will be shouting about this book to everyone who will listen. A Life Without You is
not to missed.' 'It made me sob, and it made me smile. Gorgeous, just gorgeous, beautiful and evocative novel about
love, hope and forgiveness.' 'Makes you feel warm inside, but also absolutely breaks your heart... totally beautiful and
uplifting.' 'A stunning and compassionate story of family, forgiveness and unconditional love... will remain forever in my
heart' 'Very touching... I couldn't put it down!'
16 eBooks in One eBook For Personal Transformation! The key to personal transformation is to RENEW YOUR MIND
and CHANGE THE WAY YOU THINK. Transformation must start inside and the outcome of it will be visible on your
external world. Transformed People will definitely create a Transformed World. Because as you grow in knowledge, you
change and develop into a better you. And a better you is a powerful agent of transformation. Most people are not able to
experience personal development, they end up as victims of their circumstances. Always oppressed by fear, anger,
loneliness, depression, inferiority complex, indecision, purposeless living, and loss of passion for life. THERE IS GOOD
NEWS! I have put together 16-eBooks in one eBook that you need to become your better self. My mission is to help you
make the right choices and changes that will transform your world. Below are the included eBook: - EBook 01 Love
Yourself - EBook 02 How to overcome Loneliness - EBook 03 Be free from Depression - EBook 04 Free yourself from
Anger - EBook 05 Be Happy as you want - EBook 06 Conquer your fears - EBook 07 Develop your emotional Intelligence
- EBook 08 Understanding Affirmations - EBook 09 Utilizing the Laws of Attraction - EBook 10 Power of Gratitude EBook 11 Learn to think Positive - EBook 12 Self Confidence - EBook 13 Understanding Mental Health - Ebook 14
Freedom From Stress - EBook 15 How To Stop Smoking - EBook 16 Live Inspired Life YOU HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO
CHANGE YOUR WORLD, SO PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW, AND START THE LIFE OF PERSONAL
TRANSFORMATION!!!
This book provides readers with a variety of valuable skills and strategies that will help them gain mastery over their
emotions in order to live healthy, happy and fulfilling lives. Presented in an original and unique voice, it provides
examples of how our emotional state largely determines how well we experience life and also explains what emotions
are, where they come from, and the ways in which we can enhance the quality of our lives by putting ourselves in the
‘driver’s seat’ of our own emotional life.
The Dark Side of Emotional Labour explores the work that the rest of society would rather not think about, the often unseen work that is
emotionally disturbing, exhausting, upsetting, and stigmatising. This is work that is simultaneously undesirable and rewarding, work whose
tasks are eschewed and yet necessary for the effective function of individual organisations and society at large. Diverse and challenging, this
book examines how workers such as the doorman, the HR manager, the waiter and the doctor’s receptionist experience verbal aggression
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and intimidation; how the prison officer and home carer respond to the emotions associated with physical violence, and; how the Samaritan,
banker and veterinarian deal in death and despair. It also considers how different individuals develop the emotional capital necessary to cope
with the dark side of emotional labour, and how individuals can make sense of, and come to take satisfaction and pride in, such difficult work.
Finally, the book considers what is to be done with darker emotional work, both in terms of the management and care of those labouring on
the dark side. Challenging and original, this book gives a voice to those who undertake the most demanding work on our behalf. It will be of
interest to researchers and students of organisation studies and its related fields, and to every one of us who is called on to work or manage
on the Dark Side.
An anthology by SPLIT POETRY INDIA
'An emotional rollercoaster of a read... profoundly touching and moving'- Daily Express. Perfect for fans of Jojo Moyes and Jodi Picoult. Abi
has been given the second chance she never expected: she's in remission. Now she's trying to get her life - and her family - back on track
after facing the worst. But it's hard to trust in happiness again, and reconnecting with her husband John proves more challenging than she
thought. Can you really go back to 'normal' after thinking you're going to lose one another? With Abi's son Seb struggling with a secret of his
own, the three of them are in danger of falling apart just when they need each other most. But how do you pick up the pieces of a family still
suffering emotional shockwaves? And can Abi bring the people she loves most in the world back together again... before it's too late? ***
**What readers are saying about This Beautiful Life** 'Stunning, filled with emotion...one of my favourite books of 2017!' - Off the Shelf Books
'A breathtaking read that will break your heart' 'A beautiful, soaring story...highly, HIGHLY recommended!' 'I loved every word... a wonderful,
wonderful book' 'Heartbreaking, real and unforgettable - the characters feel like friends or close family' 'Honest and powerful' 'Will stay in my
mind for a long time to come. This author has really touched my heart' 'I devoured every page; an utter delight'
This collection of papers is the seventh volume in the Comparative Austronesian series. The papers in this volume focus on societies from
Sumatra to Melanesia and examine the expression and patterning of Austronesian thought and emotions.
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